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People get perplexed about the investment policies available in the market. They must have idea of
the fixed income products thoroughly to make assured of safe investments. People spend lot of time
and effort in earning cash. Some amounts need to be saved in proper places for getting fixed
returns after some specified time. People have to give a large amount in the hands of the
investment policies to earn interest oriented returns after the stipulated time.

Such investments are considered as secure and guaranteed returns. No fear of complete loss of
money remains in the minds of the investor. Buy treasury bonds and it will give sure shot returns at
the end of the specified time period. The latest craze of this type of investment is coming in the
minds of more and more working people in the society.

One can think of investing in money market funds because of extreme security reasons. This short-
term investment options makes a person a lot relaxed as the interest rates remain more or less
same. No loss in the amounts of investment is experienced by the investor. These are generally
issued by municipal corporations, organizations and government.

Many insurance companies try to give out fixed annuities in the markets to grab the attention of the
investors. They are believed to collect the money from the investors and promise them of giving
them the principle sum conjoined with interest for the number of years included in the investment
policy. The investors get back good returns. The companies need to pay back the principle amount
even if they incur loss in real estate investment or other sectors.

Refer to investment bond calculator for deciding to sell or buy the bonds in the correct time. This
system is available online and guides he investor in large amounts. Taking help of this system will
make the investor judicious in selecting the best policies for investment. Bonds issued by different
companies, government organizations; foreign countries and many other sectors are also safe
options for investment. Bank debentures are acknowledgement certificate given by the banks
against cash invested by the investors in their income schemes. These must not be mistaken as
bank guarantee or letter of credit. Many banks issue such income policies for investors.

One has the flexibility to buy and sell such debentures in stock markets of the country. The investor
is paid back through interest as promised by the banks for specific time period of investment. Cash
deposits in banks are also considered as fixed income options. Bank obtains lumps of money from
the investor and determines interest rates for paying them back after certain time periods. Interest
amount is added to the original amount while making the payment back to the investor.

Such fruitful investment options make a person save lot of taxes paid to the federal government. Lot
of tax benefits can be obtained from such wonderful investments. Try to make an organized plan of
the investment strategy and live life without any tension.
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FIIG Securities is Australia's largest non-aligned fixed income broker. The Company Offers a fixed
income products, 10 year treasury bonds, a Bank Debentures, Corporate Bonds, a investment bond
calculator  on the best rates in the market.
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